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RESET: Ease into a new relaxing rhythm. Let down your hair,
laugh, cry and celebrate with women just like you
RECONNECT: Allow the beauty of the exquisite surroundings
to awaken your youthful vitality, innocence and joy
REVITALIZE: Let the stress of “doing it all” melt away so you
can experience deep healing and rejuvenation
* TANTALIZE YOUR SENSES with waterfall rebirthing,
orgasmic raw desserts, sacred cacao meditations, detoxifying
jungle mud baths, enchanting tuning forks and singing bowls,
and so much more.
Kristin Grayce McGary brings 14 years of experience to
leading women‘s retreats around the world. Powerful, compassionate, grounded; her presence creates deep and lasting
transformation. Kristin Grayce listens with her entire
being, meeting you where you are, lovingly guiding
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you and celebrating your magniﬁcence.
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Elevate The Way You Feel With Floating

Eliminate all sensory stimulus - no limitation on how deep you can take your meditation
Access deeper states of Consciousness
Activate your body's own system for healing

- Stress reduction
- Anxiety relief
- Sports recovery
- Pain relief
- To promote relaxation
- Reduce headaches
- Increase circulation
- For more restful sleep

Offer expires May 15, 2018

Special Offer

$10 Off first float
at Float North County
Call: 858-925-6069

www.floatnorthcounty.com
991 Lomas Santa Fe Dr.
Solana Beach, CA 92075
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Greetings

from the publisher
Being “In This Together”

I

t was great being part of the EarthFair again this year. Great job by
Carolyn Chase, Chris Klein and the
many volunteers who brought it all
together. Feels good, too, that it’s the
world’s largest free environmental
fair and Earth Day celebration—and
it’s our community that collectively
supports it. Congratulations to all for
“Our” 29th Annual Earth Fair.
The theme this year really said for
me: “We’re All in This Together.”
From an environmental perspective
that’s obvious—there’s no Planet B.
The more I thought about being “in
this together” the more it appeared to
be a central part of the issues we hear
about and hear debated, somewhere,
every day. Notice how that is true.
I wrote this column then eliminated
1000+ words that listed both negative
and positive environmental changes
I found. I gave up the lists because I
kept thinking about how we’re all in
this together.
Isn’t it enough to know that National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration in 2013 described the
plastic “garbage patches” as “small
flecks of pepper floating throughout
a bowl of soup?”
Or enough to say that when we eat
fish also we ingest those plastic microparticles? And we drink it in over
90% of all bottled water containers?
(EcoWatch.com)
And that our indoor and outdoor
air contains microplastics that come
from clothing fibers, carpeting, household furniture, furnishings— and don’t
forget manufacturing cars—well, just
about everywhere. It even settles on
dishes and utensils. (ScienceDigest.
com Feb. 2018)
Isn’t it enough to say that we
constantly ingest or inhale it? And
that every step of the way someone’s

monetary profit increases as our health
diminishes?
My lists kept running up against the
fact we are not all in this together—
and that it’s a conscious choice for
many of us.
What plastic particles give us, however, is a place to join. Its undeniably
true and universally shared—a, “We’re
all in this together” condition.
Remember when Congress wanted
to eliminate the ingredient list on baby
food? Congress received the largest
number of calls and letters they ever
had. Don’t tell mothers and fathers
they can’t not know what they feed
their babies. Can we do that again?
Isn’t it depressing to think that even
though Cracker Jack got rid of their
plastic toys in 2013, we still may be
inadvertently ingesting them, as we
often did?
We are in this together—“we”
meaning humanity—human beings.
We are the older kinds of people that
require more refined life support systems compared to the new one that
run on profits.
Unlike our ancestors, with their
limited concepts of what constitutes
life-giving or sustaining energy—
common, human resources—we now
know that the universe supplies us
with unlimited sources of energy. We
have only to give up what limits us or
stop polluting what’s provided, and
look head to what’s already here.
We HBs have always fought for
some kind of power or another. But
hasn’t fighting for energy resources become obsolete? Giving that up would
mean we’d be fighting only those holding on to the status quo. Hum, I may
be speaking in the wrong tense. Aren’t
we clearly seeing that some people
need power anyway? Perhaps they
—continued on page 18
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News & Events
With Recent Government UFO Disclosures
in the New York Times, and a New Location,
the Largest UFO Conference “Contact in the
Desert” Returns for Sixth Year with an All-Star
Speaker Lineup.

I

ndian Wells, CA – Interest in Contact in the Desert,
the largest UFO conference in the world, is surging due
to a recent story in the New York Times detailing some
of the findings of a “mysterious UFO program,” that
included video of a Navy F/A-18 Super Hornet encountering an unknown flying object. The video was released
by the Defense Department’s Advanced Aerospace Threat
Identification Program, an initiative funded from 2007
to 2012 by then Senate majority leader Harry Reid. The
article details a 22 million-dollar program hidden deep
within the Pentagon budget with the expressed intent “to

investigate aerial threats,” including what the military
preferred to call “unidentified aerial phenomena” or
simply “objects.” The story explains that this is big news
as the United States military had announced in 1969 that
UFOs were not worth studying.
CONTACT in the DESERT holds its 6th annual event
at a new location, the Renaissance Resort and Hotel in
Indian Wells, California. There on June 1 - 4, CONTACT
in the DESERT will bring together an all-star team of
experts to discuss the latest developments in the field,
including the recently disclosed secret Pentagon UFO
program. More than a conference the event is a portal
through which attendees can gain knowledge and the
most up-to-date info on UFOs and ancient alien studies.
This will be an epic weekend of adventure where several concurrent tracks will focus on the science of UFOs &
extraterrestrial life, ancient aliens, human origins, crop
circles, government disclosure, UFO sightings, proof of
alien visitation, interplanetary living, contact & abduction experiences, and the “need to know,” featuring 46
lectures, 34 workshops, 8 panels, and 14 intensives.
CONTACT in the DESERT features the strongest
speaker lineup ever assembled in the UFO field, from
FBI, NASA, military, and government officials, to ancient
alien researchers and scientists, as well as archeologists
and cosmologists. Expected speakers include CONTACT
IN the DESERT returnees Chariots of the Gods author
Erich von Daniken; Ancient Aliens star Giorgio A. Tsoukalos; George Noory host of Coast to Coast AM; South
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African researcher Michael Tellinger; Pentagon Papers/
Watergate/Silkwood lawyer Daniel Sheehan; British
Government Ministry of Defense specialist Nick Pope,
and best-selling author/screenwriter of the Communion
series and film, Whitley Strieber.
New, highly anticipated speakers for 2018 include
two-term Utah Congressman Merrill Cook, bestselling
author and popular speaker Freddy Silva, and Secret
Space Program veteran Corey Goode.
Presented as a serious investigation, CONTACT in
the DESERT’s powerful weekend lineup of leading UFO
and Ancient Aliens speakers will also feature Linda
Moulton Howe, David Wilcock, Robert Schoch, Michael
Salla, Jacques Vallee, Richard
Dolan, Mike Bara, Nassim
Haramein, Richard Cassaro, Paul Stonehill, James
Gilliland, Stephen Bassett,
Grant Cameron, Hugh Newman, Peter Levenda, Laura
Eisenhower, Jimmy Church,
Clyde Lewis, Yvonne Smith,
Brian Foerster, John Desouza,
Erich von Däniken
Clifford Mahooty, JJ and Desiree Hurtac, Carl Lehrbuger,
Jeremy Corbell, Joel “Doc” Wallach, Sasha and Janet
Lessin, Steve Murillo, and many more.

including David Wilcock, Erich von Däniken, Giorgio
A. Tsoukalos, Michael Tellinger, Michael Salla, Jacques
Valle, Linda Moulton-Howe and Richard Dolan. Night
vision and fieldwork experiences will be available, and
on Monday June 4, thirteen of
the presenters will each offer
a three-hour intensive on their
area of expertise.
The Renaissance Indian
Wells Resort & Spa is the
perfect setting for CONTACT
in the DESERT. Set against
the backdrop of the beautiful
Coachella Valley, the resort
is a restful sanctuary for
Nassim Haramein
weekend getaways and family
vacations and offers a variety of meal-plan options right
on site. On-site accommodations are nearly sold out, but
plenty of nearby hotels in Indian Wells, Palm Desert, and
Palm Springs offer special rates for attendees.
For public information please go to www.contactinthedesert.com, or call 760 660-8484. For press
information, please contact Susan von Seggern on 213840-0077, or susan@susanvon seggern.com.

In addition to the panels, lectures, meet and greets,
film screenings, special events, and use of the hotel’s
pool and spa (services extra), included with a weekend
pass, attendees are also able to purchase tickets for
more than 30 workshops presented by top UFO experts,

Legal Services
for an Enlightened Community
• Mediation
• Real Estate
• Personal Injury
• Wills & Trusts
• Probate
• Small Business &
Entrepreneurs
• Family Law/Counseling

FREE
Phone Consultation
(760) 944-0066

Marianne WilliaMson

Love America
Tour
at
Seaside Center for Spiritual Living
Friday, June 15, 2018, 7–9 pM

Y
Stephen L. Ostrow
Attorney at Law

2533 So. 101, Suite 280, Cardiff-by-the-Sea, CA 92007

ou are invited to an evening with Marianne
Williamson on her “Love America Tour” at
Seaside Center for Spiritual Living.
Break free of a paradigm based on a
decidedly outdated view of the world and
embrace a more enlightened understanding
of our relationship to the universe.
For tickets and information visit
www.seasidecenter.org.
www.LifeConnectionMagazine.com
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Why A Simple Blood
Test is Not Enough
by Kristin Grayce McGary
Kristin Grayce McGary brings 14 years
of experience to leading women‘s retreats
around the world. Powerful, compassionate,
grounded; her presence creates deep and
lasting transformation. Kristin Grayce
listens with her entire being, meeting you
where you are, lovingly guiding you and
celebrating your magnificence.
It’s your annual medical exam, and you know the
routine: you spend 5-10 minutes with your doctor or the
nurse practitioner/physician’s assistant, they weigh you,
then measure your blood pressure and body temperature.
If you’re lucky, they order a basic lab panel for 10-30
blood markers, which is fewer than half of what you really need for quality insight into your health, but that’s
the most your insurance will cover. A comprehensive
panel of 68+ markers is necessary to thoroughly assess
what is happening inside your body and evaluate how
your current nutrition and lifestyle is impacting you. In
my experience, the basic panel has too many gaps, while
the comprehensive panel illuminates the blind spots and
empowers you to make wise healthcare choices supporting a long and happy life. In this article, I will explain
how a comprehensive bloodwork panel when interpreted
functionally is a superhero of preventative health care.
Western medicine is primarily focused on remedial sick
care rather than preventative health care. One of the most
powerful tools in medicine is bloodwork, which can be
used to help diagnose disease, or better yet, to detect and
prevent developing disease long before damage to your
body occurs and symptoms appear. Western doctors—
both MDs and Naturopaths—are trained (and constrained
by insurance companies) to order simple panels with few
markers, and to use them to guide simple interventions
rather than for prevention.
Three factors make functional blood chemistry analysis
superior to conventional analysis: number of markers,
reference ranges, and inter-connections. Functional panels
typically measure 2-6 times more markers. The baseline
lab panel I prefer for patients has 68 markers plus urinalysis—5 or 6 full pages of results. You won’t get that
level of detail from your typical MD’s or Naturopath’s
office. For each marker, there is a statistically-compiled
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range of values that are considered normal, called the
reference range.
Conventional reference ranges are compiled from a
huge population of people, many of whom had their blood
analyzed because they were already sick! Functional reference ranges are compiled from a much smaller population
of healthy people whose bodies are functioning optimally.
The functional ranges are tighter. If a marker falls inside
the tighter functional range, it compares favorably with
healthy people and is a green flag. If a marker falls outside
the wider conventional range, it compares poorly with
sick people, and is a red flag. If a marker falls in between,
it is a yellow flag: neither healthy nor very sick … yet.
Conventional analysis notices red flags, and largely ignores
the rest. Functional analysis is on the lookout for yellow
flags, the early warning signs you can’t see or feel yet as
symptoms—now that is a superpower!
Conventional analysis typically considers markers in
isolation and often prescribes pharmaceuticals to address
just that marker (for example, statin drugs to reduce elevated cholesterol). Functional analysis recognizes multiple
causes for any single marker to be abnormal and looks
for patterns among multiple markers to more accurately
discern root causes.
Functional blood chemistry analysis saved my life. I was
sick with multiple debilitating symptoms, many of which
could have been prevented, but instead went undiagnosed
or misdiagnosed for years. Once I found someone who
was truly skilled at ordering and interpreting a functional
blood chemistry panel I discovered so much about the root
of my symptoms and I was able to take an accurate and

individualized approach to my healing. I’m passionate
about preventing others from suffering. I want to empower
you with the knowledge you deserve so that you can make
informed choices about your health, nutrition, exercise,
and lifestyle that can dramatically improve your life.
In one-year, functional blood chemistry analysis saved
the lives of two of my patients, both of whom had the
potentially life-threatening blood disorder called hemochromatosis, or “iron overload”. If left untreated it causes
organ damage, failure and death. In both cases, their
doctors never tested a full iron panel, so the condition
went undiagnosed. I was able to quickly identify their
iron overload by reviewing a comprehensive blood panel
with all of the important iron markers. One patient underwent emergency pacemaker surgery just days before his
functional blood chemistry panel results told me that his
cardiac arrhythmia symptoms could have been properly
addressed by simply donating blood to lower his iron
levels. The ER never ordered a single iron marker in his
pre-operative blood panel!
My other patient’s functional blood panel also showed
that all of her iron markers were abnormally high even by
conventional standards. I knew what it was and explained
how to best work with this condition. I referred her to her
primary care physician for further tests to determine the
cause. She had to argue and even plead with her physician to order the follow-up test which proved her hemochromatosis was genetic and that she should also test her
two children. That year, I learned a great deal about the
preventative power of functional blood chemistry analysis.
I once had a patient whose VA doctor ordered their
standard annual-checkup blood test, told him everything
looked great, and that he was in perfect health. Although
the panel had only 11 markers, far fewer than a truly
comprehensive panel, I could still see important details
that his doctor had missed. I found that his cholesterol
was abnormally low due to overmedication with a statin
drug, while several other markers all indicated insulin resistance and pre-diabetes. Moreover, he had symptoms of
pre-diabetes that no one had ever brought to his attention!
This case shows the power of reading lab markers holistically (looking for patterns in combinations of makers)
and functionally (noting when markers fall in a grey area
outside of “healthy”, but not yet severely “sick”). Armed
with this knowledge, he could make nutrition and lifestyle
shifts and avoid dependency on diabetes and cholesterol
medications and their unwanted side effects.

I have seen patients who were prescribed thyroid
medications based on results of very few thyroid markers
(typically TSH and sometimes one or more of T3/T4/free
T4). The full thyroid panel I prefer has 10 markers, including two for antibodies. How can a physician prescribe a
medication without fully investigating the functioning of
the gland or organ for which that medication is meant
to treat?
The Western medical standard of care, to which
MDs and NMDs are bound, states that if Thyroid Stimulating Hormone (TSH) is high, they must prescribe a T4
hormone, usually a synthetic such as Synthroid. This is
one-size-fits-all symptom treatment. A full thyroid panel
interpreted functionally can sort through the many reasons
why TSH might be out of range, so that the root cause
can be addressed balance restored to the body’s systems,
so the patient can feel amazing!
I hope you now appreciate that a simple blood test is
insufficient. Many doctors order bloodwork only when
you are already sick, their panels are incomplete, and
they interpret the markers in isolation according to reference ranges compiled from populations of primarily sick
people, without considering your unique history, nutrition, and lifestyle. Maybe your bloodwork is processed by
software, and all you get is a nice colorful report without
personal consultation.
You are a whole person situated within family, profession, and community. You deserve a healthcare practitioner who gets to know you through extensive intake,
has specialized training and experience to order a comprehensive bloodwork panel, interpret it using functional
ranges, look for patterns that characterize root causes,
and then offer education and guidance about nutrition,
lifestyle and the direct connection between your mind,
body and spirit. I wish I could say they are common and
easy to find. Even many who generally practice functional
medicine lack the specialized training in functional blood
chemistry analysis.
My passion is working with you to discover what is
really going on inside your body and solving your unique
health puzzle. I encourage you to learn more, ask questions, and take charge of your health. If you don’t, then
who will?
Please visit my website for more information, empowerment, and
opportunities to thrive. KristinMcGary.com
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Calendar
May

05 | Sat - Cinco De Mayo
06 | Sunday
PosiPalooza Concert
Amazing positive concert at 6PM at Unity San Diego,
3770 Altadena Ave, San Diego. Harold Payne, Freebo, and Richard Mekdeci will join together for a time
of sharing their music and their stories. The concert is
$20 Tickets will be on sale at 619-280-2501 ext 109 or
through www.empowerma.com/PosipaloozaTicket.
Harold will also perform at the 9 and 11 AM services.

09 | Wednesday
DEVA PREMAL & MITEN with MANOSE
featuring Joby Baker and Rishi THE SOUL OF MANTRA - LIVE! Join celebrated chant masters Deva
Premal & Miten, accompanied by Nepalese bansuri maestro Manose, with Canadian Joby Baker on
bass and Danish percussionist Rishi, for an evening
of mantra, song, celebration and meditation. These
powerful gatherings offer a joyful path to centering
in turbulent times, creating moments of what Deva
describes as “ecstatic silence” – or in Miten’s words,
“luminous pools of deep celebration.” 7:30 PM at
California Center for the Performing Arts, Escondido
www. devapremalmiten.com

May Weekly

Mondays

INt’L Col of Holistic Studies Open House
Miraculous Monday happens once a month, on the
first Monday of every month. We have an open house
followed by a guest speaker, then at the end we offer
a FREE chair massages to our guests. On the first
Monday of every month (unless it falls on a holiday).
International College of Holistic Studies, 1500 State
St., SD 92101. www.ITCOHS.com 858-581-9460
Inner Temple at eve encinitas
Weekly Community Gathering Space! You can come
throughout the day to enjoy Yoga, Creative Writing/ART classes, Meditation, Artisan Market. Local
conscious artisans and practitioners, potential collaborators, unity, brother/sisterhood, health and all the
wonderful things you love about living in San Diego
County! Contact Jacquelyne Price at jacquelyne@jacquelyneprice.com or www. innertempletuesdays.com

Thursdays
Twin Hearts Meditation
Every 1st & 3rd Thursdays 7:00pm – 8:30pm at the
Myo-Sei Center 741 Garden View Ct. Suite 204 Encinitas, CA Call (888) 226-4325 or Visit the website at
www.goddessenterprises.net for morel information.

June

01 | June – Fourth of July

28 | Mon - Memorial Day

Screening of Sounds Into Silence
Award-winning Mantra Documentary comes to San
Diego. It will be shown in La Jolla on May 31st at 7:30
- AMC La Jolla 12 [8657 Villa La Jolla Dr, La Jolla,
CA 92037] and at San Marcos on June 1st at the San
Marcos Stadium 18, [1180 W San Marcos Boulevard,
San Marcos, CA].Reach out to Jill and Aarya at 720475-6662 or 303-801-7848 or jiwaskow@gmail.com
for more info.

21 | First Day of Summer
26 | Sunday

Free Festival of Yoga 2018
A free family event celebrating United Nations International Day of Yoga will be from 8am-3pm at
San Diego’s beautiful Waterfront Park (1600 Pacific
Hwy). Sponsored by Pilgrimage of the Heart Yoga, the
Festival is from 8am–3pm and features two vibrant
community yoga classes, live music, vendor booths
and a variety of breakout sessions to inspire and empower yogis of all ages, levels and walks of life. www.
festivalofyogasandiego.org

Submitting

Calendar & Classified Ads
Listings—$1. per word (includes first line
in bold) $10 minimum per ad. Count phone
numbers as 1 word. Count Websites & email
addresses as 3 words.

Make sure to specify the category or date.
Don’t count that in the total words.

15 | Tuesday - New Moon

31 | Thursday

Breath of yoga workshop
With David Cushing Fuess- 1:00-5:30pm at Oceanside at California Pilates Center 4055 Oceanside Ave.
Suite B. Oceanside, CA 92056 Info: 760-230-2928

Tuesdays

13 | Sun - Mother’s Day

29 | Tuesday - Full Moon

03 | Sunday

San diego county fair
The San Diego County Fair is the largest annual
event in San Diego County & the largest county fair in
America, drawing 1.6 million visitors annually. It offers
all of the deep food, rides, animals, and games you’ve
experienced at other state and county fairs, but is also
known for world-class exhibits in fine art, photography,
woodworking, jewelry/gems & minerals, and home
& hobby, and an unsurpassed view of the Pacific
Ocean from the Ferris Wheel! The Toyota Summer
Concert Series at the San Diego County Fair features
nationally recognized entertainment every night. 2260
Jimmy Durante Blvd Del Mar, CA 92014 www.sdfair.
com or call (858) 755-1161

01 – 04 | Friday - Monday

Contact in the desert
6th annual event at the Renaissance Resort and Hotel
in Indian Wells, California, bringing together an all-star
team of experts to discuss the latest developments
in the field, including the recently Pentagon UFO
program. More than a conference the event is a portal
through which attendees can gain knowledge and the
most up-to-date info on UFOs and ancient alien studies. More info & tickets - www. contactinthedesert.com
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Listings in Bold cost an additional 20%

Pay for 2 months in advance and receive a
third month FREE (on listings above only—
not on ads that have photos or logos).
LISTINGS with PHOTO or LOGO cost $20
plus $1. per word for each month run.
PAYMENT — email the ad and call with
credit card info, or mail both the ad & check
to us at the PO Box 1278, Vista 92085.

Please submit ads before the 15th of the
month preceding publication. Late ads may
be accepted if there is room, but there is a
late fee of $5. Sorry, but no ads dictated over
the phone. Thank you!
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\\\ Transformational Talk ///

Do You Resist
Healthful Choices?
BY PENELOPE YOUNG ANDRADE, LCSW

D

o you resist healthful choices? I’m not talking about the occasional over indulgence of food/sex/alcohol/recreational
drugs; I’m talking about ongoing self-destructive choices you
can’t seem to shake…no matter how much finger wagging and
self-blame. If this feels familiar, you know first-hand that changing self-destructive patterns requires way more than will power.
Healing resistance requires you do something you’ve likely
never done– loving and honoring that dug in, defiant part of you.
Here’s the tip: First, look inside to discover how you came to
this resistance…you weren’t born this way. Look for all the ways
your defiance has helped you survived. See how the child you
were once truly wouldn’t have survived without this rebellious
behavior. This may be painful. Look for healthy anger about unfair
childhood circumstances. Seek support from friends, family or
professional counseling. Allow sad, mad, scared feelings to arise
and move briefly through your body. Breathe. Look for the warm,

relief that follows emotional experience. Feel your wisdom grow
as you gain understanding and compassion for your journey.
Next, place your hand on your heart and imagine telling your
rebel, “Thank you for your service. I know you’ve kept me alive,
but now your knee-jerk resistance is hurting us. It’s time for
you, defiant one, to give it a rest…it’s time for a (metaphorical) trip to Hawaii. I know you’ll be here for me if I ever need
protection again.”
Notice what happens inside when you say this. Feel your
chest expand and spine straighten when insight enables you to
reclaim and honor your valiant resistance. This is an essential
part of you. It will not be vanquished by judgment and frustration…only love. Only love. ©
Penelope Young Andrade, LCSW EmotionalMedicineRx.com, penelopeyandrade@gmail.com, Twitter @EmotionalRx, 858-481-5752

Music

Barter
ITEX
Barter
is
Smarter
FREE Lunch & Learn Monday & Thursday
Please join & RSVP at www.mylunchnetwork.com
Hosted by Art Kaliel 760.613.6412

Graphic Design

Yes, We Do
Judge a Book
by its Cover
Your book design should be as
compelling as the ideas it conveys. I’ve been a professional graphic designer since
1989. My clients include the San Diego Natural History Museum, Western Field Ornithologists, Caroline
Sutherland and many others. I specialize in getting
authors’ books onto Amazon/CreateSpace, Kindle,
Nook, and other publishing platforms. I’m known for
loyalty, and have a long history of working with complex
scientific publications as well as novels, poetry, etc. I

design the covers, interior, and can do all the work of
getting your precious publication out to the world. Full
editing and website design services also available. Tim
Brittain: 619-421-6344 • twbrit@cox.net

Health

Save 10% ! TransformYourHealth.com
Sign-up for our free “TransformYourHealth Insider’s
Club” E-Newsletter & receive 10% off promo code for
your next online or phone order. Save up to 60% off
on premium whole-food, organic, raw, vegan supplement brands! www.transformyourhealth.com/newslettersingle.htm

Home For Sale

3500 square foot house on 7 acres
with awesome views across Palma Valley to Mount
Palomar in beautiful north ounty location. 4 bedrooms,
4 baths, workshop room for 20. Two car attached garage with shop. 40’ Chartres style labyrinth. Organic
fruit trees, 150 organically grown avocado trees, commercially producing on average 12,000 lbs per year.
Call 760-728-7313 for more information. https://tinyurl.
com/sdranch for photos.

Meditation

Transmission Meditation is designed
for those who wish to serve the world through a group
meditation practice. 7 pm Tuesdays and Fridays, 9:30
am Sundays near downtown San Diego. transmissionmeditation.org / 619-531-0773 Always free.

Don’t Wait. Relax to this Song Now
Listen to “We Are What Are You Doing Friends” by B.D.
online. A truly beautiful song. That person going out
with you. Do they love you—or are you just something
to do??? Jazz at it’s best. Go to: https:store.cdbaby.
com/cd/b/72

Intuitive/Clairvoyant
Intuitive
Clairvoyant
Readings,
Faith Healing,
also psychic, accupressure, Reiki III. Simone (619)
955-3203

Personal Growth
Arelationshipguru.com Sliding scale.

SEO Help
LifeCOnnectionmagazine@gmail.com
Email us and let us know how you can help us

Space For Rent
Office/ healing Room rental
Office/Healing Room for rent for health practitioners.
Hourly, daily, weekly, monthly, located in Encinitas on
the campus of the California Institute for Human Science Contact Pranic Healing of San Diego 888-2264325; E-Mail Info@Pranichealingsd.com
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Book Reviews
by Amelia Leigh

The Body Deva: Working with the Spiritual
Consciousness
of the Body
Mary Mueller Shutan
Publisher: Findhorn Press
(March 20, 2018)
Pages: 208

O

ur body speaks. Physical complaints--allergies,
fever, sore throat, inflammation, cysts, backache,
migraines, sinus problems, sciatica, dizzy spells, and
even cancer--are all signs of deep tensions inside of us are
seeking expression. This is why, given the same genetic
foundation, one individual develops a specific illness
while another remains in good health.
Drawing on 20 years of experience and several thousand individual consultations with patients, Michel
Odoul shows the “proof” of this lies in the clear correspondences between emotional and mental tensions and
specific ailments. The author reveals how every illness or
trauma is a signal of incredible precision: The part of the
body affected pinpoints what your inner being is trying to
tell you and what you need to work through emotionally.
Providing a reference grid of body-mind connections, he
shows not only how each side of the body has specific
meanings and connections to emotions, relationships,
and family but also how the upper and lower halves of
the body have specific connections--together forming
four quadrants with unique Yin-Yang balances, where
Yin represents emotional issues and Yang represents
action/inaction. He also explores the role of the meridians of Chinese medicine in distributing emotional and
mental energy throughout the body.
Offering keys to decipher what the body is trying to
tell us, the author shows that we can learn to see physical ailments not as something caused by chance or fate
but as a message from our heart and soul. By releasing
the energies and patterns they point to, we can return
to a state of health and forward movement on our path.
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Dreams That Can Save Your Life: Early
Warning Signs of Cancer and Other
Diseases
Larry Burk M.D. C.E.H.P.
Publisher: Findhorn Press
(April 17, 2018)
Pages: 288

Y

our dreams can provide
inner guidance filled with
life-saving information. Since
ancient Egypt and Greece,
people have relied on the
art of dreaming to diagnose
illness and get answers to
personal life challenges. Now, dreams are making a
grand reappearance in the medical arena as recent scientific research and medical pathology reports validate
the diagnostic abilities of precognitive dreams. Are we
stepping back into the future as modern medical tests
show dreams can be early warning signs of cancer and
other diseases?
Showcasing the important role of dreams and their
power to detect and heal illness, Dr. Larry Burk and
Kathleen O’Keefe-Kanavos share amazing research and
true stories of physical and emotional healings triggered
by dreams. The authors explore medical studies and
ongoing research on the diagnostic power of precognitive dreams, including Dr. Burk’s own research on
dreams that come true and can be medically validated.
They share detailed stories--all confirmed by pathology
reports--from subjects in medical research projects whose
dreams diagnosed illness and helped heal their lives,
including Kathleen’s own story as a three-time breast
cancer survivor whose dreams diagnosed her cancer even
when it was missed by her doctors.
Alongside these stories of survival and faith, the authors also include an introduction to dream journaling
and interpretation, allowing the reader to develop trust
in their dreams as a spiritual source of healing and inner guidance.

Dear EarthTalk:
What are suitable materials for making biodegradable
plastic besides corn and sugarcane? Is pineapple or
peanut suitable?
—Yu Hong Yap, Malaysia

B

iodegradable plastic is defined as any form of plastic
that can break down into its constituent components
in the environment within days, weeks or months without
leaving behind potentially toxic residue. The term bioplastic refers to any form of plastic derived from organic or
plant-based materials rather than petroleum, regardless
of whether it can break down (biodegrade) easily in the
environment. Thus, the two terms are not necessarily the
same, although many use the terms interchangeably.
The most common iteration of bioplastic, so-called PLA
(polylactic acid) plastic, is typically derived from corn or
sugarcane—and is biodegradable. Since we know how to
grow these food crops so well, using the minimal amount
of land for the highest yield, we can create bioplastic
pretty efficiently. But given still exploding global human
population numbers and more hungry mouths to feed,
many wonder if it makes sense to take away land that
could be used to grow food to make more plastic, even if
it is biodegradable.
To avoid wasting food crops to make plastic, researchers have pioneered new formulations of biodegradable
plastic derived from feedstock not suitable for food or
feed, such as wood, wheat straw, bagasse, corn cobs,
palm fruit bunches, switch grass and waste vegetable oil.
In Europe, the Mars candy company is using potato waste
in its biodegradable wrappers for Snickers bars. Likewise,
there’s no reason why pineapple or peanut couldn’t work
as a feedstock—though market conditions usually dictate
that such products fetch a higher price as food, especially
since they don’t have to be processed as they would if they
become bioplastic.
Yet another even more futuristic category of bioplastic
feedstock uses algae or even carbon dioxide or methane
waste to produce biodegradable plastic. These so-called
“third generation” or “nextgen” feedstocks do double
duty by both creating biodegradable plastic and remov-

ing pollutants that would otherwise contribute to climate
change or eutrophication (an excessive buildup of nutrients in waterways that causes a dense growth of plant life
and death of animal life from lack of oxygen).
While biodegradable plastic is hardly commonplace yet
on store shelves, there are actions consumers can take to
move things along. Encourage manufacturers to switch
to biodegradable plastics and stop buying products made
with conventional plastic. Sign the Earth Day Network’s
petition to end plastic pollution.
While no one can reasonably argue against replacing
conventional plastics with biodegradable ones, researchers from the UK’s University of Portsmouth and the U.S.
Department of Energy’s National Renewable Energy
Laboratory accidentally developed an enzyme that breaks
down conventional plastic into its constituent parts. This
discovery could revolutionize recycling and be a Godsend
for marine and terrestrial ecosystems beset by plastic
waste.
“We can all play a significant part in dealing with the
plastic problem,” says the University of Portsmouth’s John
McGeehan. “But the scientific community who ultimately
created these ‘wonder-materials’, must now use all the
technology at their disposal to develop real solutions.”
CONTACTS: Earth Day Network’s “Help End Plastic
Pollution” Petition, www.earthday.org/end-plastic-pollution-petition/; Mars, www.mars.com; University of Portsmouth, www.port.ac.uk/school-of-biological-sciences/
staff/john-mcgeehan.html.
EarthTalk® is produced by Roddy Scheer & Doug Moss and is
a registered trademark of the nonprofit EarthTalk. To donate,
visit www.earthtalk.org. Send questions to: question@earthtalk.org.
Photo credit : www.goodfreephotos.com
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TV Stations Follow John Oliver’s Lead in
the Movement to Forgive Medical Debt
by Sarah van Gelder, co-founder, YES! Magazine

I

t has become an all-too-familiar sight—websites, posters, collection jars with photos of children, mothers,
young people who need medical care they can’t afford.
Some will not receive life-saving treatment without this
help. All too often, the bills will saddle the family with a
debt burden that will follow them for years—sometimes
for life.
Getting sick, having a baby, or being injured can result in tens of thousands or even hundreds of thousands
of dollars in bills, even for those with insurance. The
debt is routinely sold to collection agencies for pennies
on the dollar. There, it is packaged and sold, over and
over. Interest accumulates
on the original debt, so
the amount owed by the
patient increases although
the amount a debt collection agency pays for the
debt is small.
Jerry Ashton is working to change that. Ashton was a debt collector
and consultant working
in New York City when
the Occupy movement
erupted. He started showing up at Zuccotti Park,
and when the discussion
among the occupiers
turned to debt, he spoke up, explaining the inside story
of how debt and debt collection work. When Rolling
Jubilee launched, he joined in.
Rolling Jubilee raised money to retire debt that is
especially a burden on poor and working-class families,
many of them people of color. Since debt could be purchased for pennies on the dollar, the $700,000 raised
made it possible for this Occupy spin-off to retire nearly
$32 million in debt by the end of 2013, according to the
organization’s website.
What was it like to be in the business of forgiving debt
instead of collecting it?
“It was a great pleasure,” Ashton told me when I
interviewed him in late February. “First of all, the cause
was right. It was just.”
In 2014, Ashton joined up with Craig Antico, who
also worked in debt collections, to form RIP Medical
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Debt, a nonprofit organization, which focuses on buying
and forgiving medical debt.
Their effort went slowly at first. “The first couple of
years our wives were wondering why we were going
into debt to get other people out of debt,” he said. “We
were struggling.”
“If it had not been for John,” he said, “we would be
standing on a street corner with a paper cup.”
Ashton is referring to John Oliver, who, on a June
2016 episode of HBO’s Last Week Tonight, did a scathing report on credit collection practices and the people
targeted with repeated phone calls, calls to employers,
garnishing wages, court cases, and so on.
It’s all too common an experience: About a third of
Americans with credit were contacted by a
debt collector or creditor
within a year of a recent
survey by the Consumer
Finance Protection Bureau. Of those, more than
half of people who were
contacted about a pastdue bill were contacted
about a medical bill.
Oliver, after excoriating the medical debt
system and the politicians who enable it, made
an announcement. He
had formed a collection
agency of his own (which, he said, proves that a complete idiot can create a collections agency), and—with no
credentials apart from a minimalist website—purchased
nearly $15 million worth of debt for just under $60,000,
less than half a cent on the dollar. This purchase entitled
him to the names, current addresses, and social security
numbers of those who owed the debt, even if the debt
was so old it was called zombie debt. And with this
information, he acquired the right to try to collect debt.
Debt packs a moral punch in our culture. Most people
believe it should be paid, and many families struggle to
pay off their debt. According to a 2017 Kaiser Permanente study, 73 percent of families struggling with medical
bills cut spending on other household basics, 61 percent
use up all or most of their savings, and 58 percent take on
an additional job or work additional hours. Still, the size
of the debt for some families dwarfs their ability to pay.

Oliver announced on
the air that he would not
attempt to collect on the
debt he’d acquired. Instead, with great fanfare,
he forgave it (and congratulated himself for an
even bigger giveaway than
Oprah’s famous in-studio
car giveaway). He worked
with RIP Medical Debt to
make it happen.
Soon others, inspired
by Oliver, contacted RIP
Medical Debt. Some donated anonymously—some
very publicly.
Last June, the Minnesota Nurses Association
announced they had purchased the medical debt of
1,800 Minnesotan families
worth $2.6 million via
RIP Medical Debt, paying
just $28,000 to collection
brokers.
“We’d had many discussions about how to repay
the community for what
they gave nurses during
the strike [in 2016 against
Allina Health],” Mary
Turner, the association
president, said in a statement announcing the debt
buy-out. “The John Oliver
show inspired us, and we
decided to see if we could
do the same thing.”
We can work to make
our homes, lives, and communities healthier.
There are others, too.
Two Pensacola, Florida,
high school juniors, Samir
Boussarhane and Falen
McClellan, formed the
Pensacola Debt Sharks in
September 2016 as a community service project,
with the goal of retiring
medical debt in northwest
Florida. So far, according
to their website, they have
—continued next page

Resource Directory
Alternative Medicine

Bodywork - Rolfing

Counseling
Beyond Talk Therapy
Penelope Young
Andrade, L.C.S.W.

(858) 481-5752
AMERICAN EXPRESS ®

SM

®

MasterCard

®

35 years experience
integrating the best
of traditional and
EmotionalMedicineRx.com
alternative therapies
penelopeyandrade@gmail.com

EFT™

Sad, Mad, Scared, Glad? Emotions are Medicine.
Heal anxiety, panic, depression without Drugs!
• Emotional Medicine • Relationship Counseling
• Body/Mind Wisdom
Readers rave about Emotional Medicine Rx—Jane B. says:
“This is going to be the doorway...toward discovering and
supporting my undeveloped potential.”
Available at Amazon, Controversial Bookstore, Warwicks
and EmotionalMedicineRx.com.

Emotion Code

◆

◆

Hypnotherapy

One of America’s few licensed EmoTrance practitioners will teach and apply
EmoTrancea phenomenal new energy therapy from England, along with stateof-the-art comprehensive Energy Psychology Therapies, Clinical Hypnotherapy,
NLP, Coaching, and Intuitive Counseling in a safe and empowering environment.
Amazing accelerated techniques to rapidly reprogram your past, present, and
futurecreate balance and peace of mind. Sessions in person or by phone.

Kathleen Rick, BMS, MA, ACHT
Masters in Psychology/MFCC
Holistic Practice since 1983
Award-winning book author
EFT Trainings/Seminars

Tranceform your life, relationships, negative
beliefs/emotions/issues, fears/phobias/pains,
compulsions, stress, traumas and barriers to success!
Kathleen Rick ◆ (619) 523-4690

3940 Hancock Street, Suite 201 ◆ San Diego, CA 92110
www.kathleenrick.com
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Counseling

Retiring Debt

EFT “Tapping” * Matrix Reimprinting * Core Transformation
Overcome difficult emotions, anxiety/panic, compulsions, traumas,
depression, fears, phobias, obstacles, self-sabotage, substance use
and difficult relationships. Don’t just survive, Thrive!
Integrative Therapy: Create peace & happiness. Call for free consultation.

Susannah Muller, J.D., LMFT • 619-787-2743
Susannah@Therapy-SanDiego.com * www.EFT2Heal.com

Dental & Medical Services
Rev. Dr. Stephen A. Lawrence

Environmentally Conscious & Mercury-Free Dentistry
• Safe protocol for removal of toxic fillings or crowns, replaced with the
most beautiful, durable and least-toxic materials available.
• Gentle, non-surgical, laser gum care and microscopic bacteria testing
• Health and nutrition counseling with revolutionary new products to
be cavity and gum disease free!
• Please visit WellnessDentalCare.com for more helpful information

785 Grand Ave., Ste 206 • Carlsbad, CA 92008

760-729-9050

“Optimal Health & Vitality with Beautiful Smiles”

Holistic Dental Clinic in Tijuana

AMERICAN BI

DENTAL

• High-quality, safe biological dentistry at a fraction of the usual cost!
• Safe Silver (Mercury) Fillings Removal • Cosmetic Dentistry
• Bio-compatible Dental Materials • Environmentally friendly office at the five-star
Grand Hotel • Five-minute cab drive from the border or pick-up available
The American Bio-Dental Center has received extensive training in the body
chemistry interpretations, both by computerized presentation and for personal
presentation, in addition to the dental revision techniques.
• $75 Exam includes Teeth Cleaning & Panoramic X-rays
• $200 Wisdom teeth extractions by US trained MD, DDS, Surgeon
“I spent a fortune with another holistic dentist in the U.S. before discovering the American
Bio-Dental Center. They did an excellent job at a fraction of the cost! I am so pleased to have
found a biological dentistry clinic using the Huggins Protocol to refer my clients to.”

—Joyce Johnson, Ph.D., Nutritionist, Author, Talk Show Host

Now Offering Regenerative Medical Services

Call today! 1.877.231.5701 • Visit: www.americanbiodental.com

“A Holistic, Biological & Environmental dental practice dedicated to the
integrative health & wellness of the whole body.”

natural dental arts
Andrew J. Zakarian, D.D.S.
3501 4th Ave, HILLCREST

call for a consultation

619.296.6899

A member of the Hal Huggins Alliance’
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raised $28,000, enough to
retire more than $2 million
of debt.
Recently, network television stations have gotten
involved. Just this month,
KIRO-7 in Seattle spent
$12,000 of station money
to pay down $1 million
in medical debt, mainly
in the Puget Sound area,
also via RIP Medical Debt.
When they invited viewers
to donate on the station’s
website, supporters paid
off another million in debt.
NBC-owned TV stations are buying up debt,
too. This month, affiliate stations—including
NBC 4 in Los Angeles and
NBC 5 in Dallas-Forth
Worth, Texas, are donating $150,000 to retire $15
million of medical debt.
And they are encouraging
viewers to join them in
making donations for debt
retirement.
Others are donating
anonymously, Ashton said,
and he expects the numbers to keep growing.
Apart from donating to
organizations that buy and
retire debt, there are things
we can do in our own communities. Ashton believes
many hospitals are falling
short on the charity care
they should be offering to
low-income patients. We
can query nonprofit hospitals in our area. We can call
out medical practitioners
who fail to offer charity
care or make payment arrangements. We can work
to make our homes, lives,
and communities healthier.
And we can work to

change a medical system
that spends way more per
capita than other highincome countries yet has
worse outcomes, according to 2013 data from
the Organization for Economic Cooperation and
Development. California
lawmakers are debating a
single-payer system. The
Bernie Sanders movement,
Our Revolution, supports
“Medicare for All,” as do
121 cosponsors of such a
bill in the House and 16 in
the Senate. And just in the
last few days, the progressive think tank Center for
American Progress moved
closer to the Sanders position when it released a
modified plan for Medicare for All.
Increasing numbers of
insured Americans are
finding it difficult to afford
health care; the number
increased substantially
just from 2015 and 2017,
according to a Kaiser Family Foundation survey. Our
health care system should
not be structured so people
have to beg for money
from family, friends, and
strangers to get treatment.
Medical debt should not
exist. The path from Occupy to NBC-TV affiliates retiring medical debt
shows that the impetus for
change is spreading.

Dental & Medical Services, continued

Holistic

• Digital X-Rays
• Ozone Therapy
• Safe Mercury Removal
• Biocompatible
Materials
• Minimally Invasive
Dentistry
• Snoring & Sleep
Apnea Therapy
• Laser Non-Surgical
Gum Therapy

Dentistry

Relax in our spa-like office

Jeffry S. KerbS, ddS

The art of creating beautiful smiles

(760) 746-3663
www. drjkerbs.com
Loma Linda University School
of Dentistry Graduate

• TMJ and facial pain
treatment
• Instant Veneers
• Dental Implants
• Porcelain Veneers
• Esthetic Dentures
• Metal-free dentistry
• Natural-Looking
Smiles
• Invisalign
Orthodontics
240 S. Hickory St., Suite 207
Escondido, CA 92025
DrKerbsOfffice@sbcglobal.net

Products & Services

Spiritual Centers

Sarah van Gelder wrote this
article for YES! Magazine. Sarah
is a co-founder and columnist at
YES!, founder of PeoplesHub,
and author of “The Revolution
Where You Live: Stories from a
12,000-Mile Journey Through a
New America.” Read more about
her work here, and follow her on
Twitter @sarahvangelder.
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from the publisher
Continued from page 5

lack something else? Many
have collected more than
they can ever use—but keep
collecting. Is it a hoarding
addiction?
We’ve come together to
fight wars before. Can’t we
create a sustainable, peaceful world together? Isn’t
it when we think we are
limited or what we need is
limited that we divide and
conquer ourselves?
When you look at what
it would take to build clean,
sustainable, non-toxic living
and working environments
we might find the biggest
and healthiest job creator
in history.
It makes tax credits and
props to keep fossil fuel
companies alive seem a
bit quaint, doesn’t it? Tax
refunds to create jobs? Definitely old-fashioned and
strange given they don’t
work and where technology
is today.
Change would take leadership, of course. The good
news is that there is a vacancy right now so anyone
with ideas and plans that
include all of us—as compared to benefitting a few
of us—have a chance to fill
the vacuum.
People are stepping up,
but we may have to give up
heroes if we want leadership. This might require
considering ourselves as
equals and co-contributors.
No saviors, please; just new
ideas, options, and plans
without brand names or
party labels to smog the
review process.
What about building
communities that give
people what they need to
grow, learn and develop

Spiritual Centers

Beach Cities Center for Spiritual Living
Transforming Lives, Empowering Dreams
Sunday Celebration Service @ 10:00 am
Children’s Church and Nursery @ 10:00 am
Accredited SOM Classes • Weddings • Workshops
Spiritual Counseling • Memorial Services
Ministry of Prayer • Bookstore

6066 Corte Del Cedro,
Carlsbad 92011 (Near Airport)

Rev. Brian Anderson
760-431-8530

Rev. Sheila Anderson
beachcitiescsl.org

Sundays at 10 am
Meditation at 9:30 am

Celebrating Life with Open Minds & Loving Hearts

5120 Robinwood Road, Suite B-13, Bonita, CA 91902
(619) 475-1012 • www.cslbonita.org

First Spiritualist Church
Where Angels Come and So Can You!
Pastor: Rev. Lorina Pyle

Healing Service, 10am • Lecture, 11am
3777 42nd St., San Diego, CA 92105
619-284-4646 • 1st-spiritualistchurch.org
See us on Meetup and Facebook

into people that discover
how to give back while living their lives to the fullest
expression?
That might mean we’d
have to give up our fears
of not having enough and
know that we live in communities that think in terms
of all of us when the unexpected happens. How did
we ever get to the idea that
hoarding in case something
bad happens was a way of
living? Or that to be a hero
or valuable you have to
overcome incredible adversity? Doesn’t life provide
enough of those challenges
already?
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How do we know current leadership isn’t there
for all of us? One clue is
when Rep. Paul Ryan asked
for the House Chaplain’s
resignation after he delivered a prayer to the House.
It was right before the debate on the GOP tax bill.
Timing is everything.
Imagine. He urged the
House to “guarantee that
there are not winners and
losers under the new tax
laws.” Maybe Ryan felt
guilty about taking from the
poor (health care and Social
Security) and giving to the
rich. He denies that that
prayer got the minister fired.

Rev. Jane
Westerkamp
Healings
Auric, Reiki & Theta

Spiritual Readings
Tarot, Astrology,
Psychic Fairs

Classes & Workshops
Healing Methods,
Psychic Development,
Universal, Tarot, Angel

Ultimately, we know
each step of the way, our
system is about winners and
losers right now—not about
all of us. Isn’t it obvious that
wanting to be the only winner is a tad selfish?
Imagine if instead we tried
something like John Oliver
(in this issue) and paid off
student loans so the generation stuck with that benefit
of a few of us could help us
create new communities and
ways of living—ways that
exhibit that we’re all in this
together.
— Steve Hays
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